The main purpose of this paper is to explore a numerical algorithm for determining the contact stress when a circular crowned roller is compressed between two plates. To start with, the deformation curve on a plate surface will be derived by using the contact mechanical model. Then, the contact stress distribution along the roller which occurs on the plate surface is divided into three parts: from the center of contact to the edge, the edge and apart from the contact line. The first part is calculated by the elastic contact theorem for the contact subjected to nominal stress between non-crowned parts of roller and plates, the second part is obtained by the classical Hertzian contact solution for the contact between crowned parts of roller and plates, and the third part is simulated as exponential decay. In order to overcome the defect of the half space theorem, in which a plate with infinite thickness is assumed initially, a weighting method is introduced to find the contact stress of the plate with finite thickness. Comparisons with various finite element results indicate that the algorithm for estimating the contact stress of a circular crowned roller compressed between two plates derived in this paper can be a reasonably accurate when a heavy displacement load is applied. This is because the contact area is large under a heavy load, and the effect of stress concentration is smaller in comparison with the case under a light load.
Introduction
Of particular importance in roller bearing contact stress equations is the relative approach of two flat plates with a roller compressed between them. In order to reduce the edge stress on the roller contact surface, special crowned profiles for the contact surface are introduced always instead of the straight profile [1, 2 and 3] , Horng [4,5 and 6] demonstrated a deformation equation for the circular crowned roller compressed between plates. As to the contact stress, a number of studies have been performed on the determination of contact stress for the roller [7, 8 and 9] , and one method is proposed by Johnson [10] to formulate contact problems of an elastic half-space in which displacements are specified over the interval. For crowned rollers, which are a combination of straight and curved profiles, the deduction of their contact stress equations appears to be absent from the literature.
In this study, the stress equation for the circular crowned roller is developed. To start with, the deformation equation along the contact line can be obtained by using the contact mechanical model in which the deformation is related to a stationary reference point (x 2 , z 2 ) in the half space. The contact stress will be investigated carefully along the roller, and is divided into three parts by using the distance from center of contact: (1) from center of contact to the edge, (2) the edge point, and (3) apart from the contact line. The first part is calculated by the contact theorem of elastic half space between non-crowned parts of roller and plates subjected to nominal stress, the second part is obtained by the classical Hertzian contact solution for the contact between crowned parts of roller and plates, and the third part is simulated as exponential decay. In order to overcome the defect of half space theorem in which infinite plate depth is assumed initially, a weighting method is introduced to adjust contact stress to the finite plate thickness. Finally, comparisons with various finite element results indicate that the algorithm derived in this paper can be a good stress formula for the circular crowned roller, especially under heavy displacement load. Figure 2 , can be obtained by the following equations:
L ω is the deflection of a point on the y-axis due to the load on the contact line, v is the Poisson's ratio, E is the Young's modulus, 2 c is the length of the non-crowned part, ) (ξ f is the line load at x=ξ, b is the half width of the elliptical contact load which can be obtained from Horng [4] and, H is the thickness of the plate. 
The constant C is determined by the total load, normal or tangential, from the relationship
If P is the total load on the roller, then by the relation of system equilibriums, C is equal
From the above equations, the contact pressure is given as: 
For the region with specified normal displacement, the contact pressure of half-space
Fig.2 Plate deformation shape and crowned-roller profile in the y-z plane
In order to find the upper integral bound of variable ξ , one numerical experiment is conducted. From the numerical experiments, the upper integral bounds are set from 2c mm to 10c mm. The numerical experiments reveal that the contact stress is almost identical to the upper bond as from 2c to 6c, and also the accuracy of numerical estimation decreases with increasing the assumed upper bound of the integral because of numerical error. In other words, it means that there is almost no plate deflection at the distance larger than 2c, measured from the center of contact line. Since it is difficult to find the upper bound for this integral, an empirical value 4c, shown in Eq.11, is used to obtain the contact stress of the half-space between the plate and crowned part of the roller. 
The edge stress
In this section, contact pressure, which occurs on the edge point of the circular crowned roller compressed by two plates, is determined by two contacting elastic bodies with spherical surfaces. According to Hamrock [11] , the curvature sum and difference are 
A weighting factor is used to find the contact stress to compare the deformation between half space and finite plate thickness. Here, it is also assumed that the edge stress of the plate with finite thickness can be obtained from the product of the edge stress of the plate with infinite thickness, by weighting factor β , and β can be written as:. 
Contact stress model
By using the equations from sections 2.1 to 2.3 and based on the flowchart of numerical procedure which is shown in Fig.5 ., the contact stress, ) (x p , of the circular crowned roller compressed between two flat plates can be written as: 
Finite element analyses
A steel roller compressed between two flat plates was modeled. Figure 1 shows this model and the dimensions, where the Young's modulus E is equal to 204GPa and the Poisson's ratio, v is equal to 0.29. Due to the symmetry, the finite element mesh shown in Fig.6 is a 1/8 model of Fig.1 , and the boundary conditions on the back face of the plates are fixed. Since the contact stress will be concentrated at the contact region of the two roller edges, it is common to make crowned edges to reduce this stress concentration. In this study, the circular crowned profiles shown in Fig.7 were used. The intersection point of the straight line and the profile function is set to the origin point, as shown in Fig.7 . The circular profile equation is Numerical experiments were performed by using the finite element program (Ju 1997) , where eight-node brick isoparametric elements were used in the finite element meshes. These brick elements include the incompatible modes [13] to overcome the inaccuracy of the bending effect due to the linear isoparametric formulation. The solution method of the finite element analysis is the conjugate gradient method with the incomplete Cholesky factorization scheme [14] , which is an efficient scheme for the three-dimensional finite element analysis.
The Hermit-surface contact element [15] was used here to model the frictionless contact surface between the roller and raceway. This element was enhanced from the node-to-surface contact element [14] and the node-to-cubic-spline element [17] , which was validated by comparing a number of theoretical and bolted-joint analyses in the two references. A Hermit-surface contact element can slide along or touch any point of the Hermit surfaces. Each Hermit-surface contact element in the bolted-joint analysis contains one contact node and several tangential nodes. These target nodes are modeled by Hermit surfaces with continuous normal and tangent directions. Due to this continuity, the contact node slides across target nodes smoothly. This node-to-Hermit-surface model, therefore, avoids the oscillation or the jump in the contact solution.
The models were loaded incrementally by the displacement control, and a total of nine displacement increments were set in the finite element analysis. From three to five iterations were used per displacement increment. The total displacement of 0.0225 mm divided into nine displacement increments was uniformly applied to the nodes of the upper surface of the roller (Fig.6) . Personal computers were used to perform the finite element analyses. One Newton-Raphson iteration requires about 5 minutes. 
Results and Comparisons
In this section, the finite element analyses are adopted to investigate the accuracy of the contact stress formulas using Eq. (28). The models were loaded incrementally by the displacement control, and a total of four displacement increments were set in the numerical analysis. Six values for the displacement load were taken (0.0175 mm, 0.020 mm, 0.0225 mm, 0.0250 mm, 0.0275 mm and 0.030 mm) and uniformly applied to the upper surface of the plate (Fig.1) . Figure 8 shows the comparison between FEM result and analysis result for normal contact stress along the contact centerline under s ∆ =1.4509 mm and t ∆ =0.04 mm and reveals that contact stress increases abruptly near the end of the roller. Moreover, the stress concentration increases when the load of the roller increases and the normal stress distributions along the contact centerline increases when the load of the roller increases. For larger deflection load, applied on the circular crowned roller compressed between two plates, the error can be small. This is because the weighting function described in this study is more suitable to heavy displacement loads, and heavy loads play an important role in the operation of crowned rollers, and as the contact area is larges under the heavy load the effective of stress concentration is smaller in comparison with the light load. 
Conclusions
In this study, the stress equation for the circular crowned roller was developed. To start with, the contact stress was investigated, and divided into three parts by using the distance from the center of contact: the first part is from center to the edge, the second part is at the edge point, and the third part is apart from the contact line. The first part is calculated by the contact theorem of elastic half space between non-crowned parts of the roller and plates subjected to nominal stress, the second part is obtained by the classical Hertzian contact solution for the contact between crowned parts of roller and plates and the third part is simulated as exponential decay. In order to obtain contact stress with finite plate thickness, a weighting method is introduced to adjust contact stress to the contrast of deformation between half space and finite plate thickness. Moreover, a finite element method is used to examine the accuracy of the deformation equation. In comparison with FEM results, Eq. 28 is in reasonable agreement when a heavy displacement load is applied. This is because that the contact area is large under the heavy load and the effect of stress concentration is smaller in comparison with the light load.
